v good dating tip, free #1
Sarah Gawricki

here is a v good dating tip, free: talk about “energy” as much as possible and
don’t let any room for silence in. just keep talking. even if you’re saying weird
things. guys love it when there is absolutely no space for silence and that you
are definitely going to constantly find things to talk about during the silence
including how you used to cut your own hair and hide it in your dollhouse and
poop behind the garage as a child because that was exciting. just keep talking.
never stop talking.
*files nails, checks for new text messages, goes back to filing nails*
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v good dating tip, free #3
Sarah Gawricki

here is another v good dating tip, free: when at the gym or another public
place, stare at the guy you think is cute for a very long time. make sure you are
doing this without ever breaking eye contact at all ever so he knows how super
intense you are. this will be easy because his pheromones will no doubt render
you awkwardly catatonic and you will forget you have ever spoken to a man
before. lose all self awareness about you so being cool in any sense is absolutely
off the table. when he approaches you to say hi, freeze long enough so that he
may question whether or not you have been having a mini stroke, or some other
dysfunction he has not learned about, this whole time and he is unsure if he
should ask for help or quickly walk away and let the girl next to you handle it.
you will remember words and quickly stammer that you are not wearing your
new prescription glasses because you have astigmatism in both eyes but distant
correction only in the right so you HAVE to wear them driving but not at the
gym, and anyway things are fuzzy and you can’t really see and you thought he
was someone else. run away as quickly as possible. do not turn around to make
sure he is watching. he is.
you have won this round.

Sarah Gawrickiis an artist, feminist, reiki practitioner and social worker currently living in
the city of Philadelphia. You can find more of her here: SarahGawricki.com.
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